Everyday DC 2021: Hardy Middle School
Abdalla Mohamed

Playing Basketball

My brother and I playing basketball at the court across the street from our building. It's something we do often.
Here is my mom, a mother of four. She supports and helps our family in any way she can. She works at Verizon and as a teacher, yet she still finds time to be a loving and caring mom.
Janel Wells

Going Outside

My sister and I heading out to the store during the pandemic.
Francesca Krevat

Home

My sister and dog start the day during the Covid-19 pandemic in the sunlight on my parent’s bed getting ready for what’s ahead.
Pearce Myers

DC Biker

In winter of 2020, a bike rider glides by protected with a helmet and a face mask through a D.C neighborhood.
Rohini Kieffer

Restaurant

Each Friday we get takeout. Like most DC restaurants, the circumstances have changed drastically to accommodate COVID guidelines.
My Thai-Burmese cat named Nirvi sits on my bed, after meowing for a long time for attention. Nirvi later purposely scratches me in the face while purring and wanting kisses.
With covid and all the recent chaos, me and one of my friends like to go for drives downtown to see how things are doing. We bring her new puppy with us too!
Traffic in Georgetown during a cold rainy December night during Spring break.
My Boots

My boots that have traveled near and far with me finally take a break that they well deserved.